SOUTHWEST SOLUTIONS GROUP
business organization systems

PRODUCTS

- Desking
- Study Tables
- Computer Tables
- Shelving
- Carrels
- Circulation Desks
- Displays
- Chairs
- End Panels
- Lounge
DESKING

- Versailles
- Translate
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**Versatile**

Designed to complement an array of spaces and styles, the Versailles Collection includes an abundant collection of leg shapes, frame styles, rack options, top shapes and surfaces, edge details, electrical additions, and even management solutions. These standard options combine to give the furniture a custom and personalized feeling without the “custom” price tag. For a little extra flair, Versailles also offers a simple material upgrade to customize the look even further.
STUDY TABLES

- Versailles
- Translate
- Arlington
- Deveraux
- Barrister
- Duncan
- Southbury
COMPUTER TABLES

- Versailles
- Arlington
- Deveraux
- Barrister
- Southbury
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CARRELS
- Arlington
- Deveraux
- Barrister
- Southbury
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CIRCULATION DESKS

- Infinity
- Wainwright
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DISPLAYS

➢ Arlington
➢ Deveraux
➢ Barrister
➢ Southbury
DEVERAUX
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CHAIRS

- Ambrose
- Bailey
- Benjamin
- Chenoweth
- Seville
- Villa
- Madelyn
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AMBROSE
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BAILEY
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BENJAMIN
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MADELYN
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END PANELS

- Arlington
- Deveraux
- Barrister
- Southbury
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LOUNGE

- Tahoe
- Retro
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CUSTOM CAPABILITIES
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